Why Our Superheroes Trip Over Their Own Cape
by
Prof. Barry Aus.n Goodﬁeld, PhD, DABFM
As President Obama oﬀers America a reﬂec.on on his eight years of service as
our 44th President of the United States, I have some thoughts about our next 4/8
years ahead of us. Let us look back at the last few years that bring us here today.
In 1943 Prime Minister of Great Britain Winston Churchill in the height of trying to
deal with all the challenges got a bout of pneumonia. Health was always
somewhat of an issue with him. He had suﬀered a mild heart aTack while visi.ng
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in Washington DC. This was covered up, because
he believed that it could be perceived as a threat of his image of strength and
therefore, his commitment to guide the Bri.sh people to victory.
In the 50’s he suﬀered two more mild strokes. He basically relied on medica.on
for the rest of his life. In March 1953 he became a member of The Garter
(Knighted). On the evening of June 23, 1953, a_er making a wiTy speech and
when the guests le_ 10 Downing Street, he slumped in his chair having
experienced an other stroke. This stroke was more serious than the one before,
and the one he had in Washington a decade earlier.
In typical Churchill fashion, the following day he aTended a Cabinet mee.ng. He
was there with an ashen face and slurred voice — but he was there! He went to
his home Chartwell in Kent where his wife Clemen.ne expected him to die.
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Sir Jock Colville, a trusted conﬁdant, and Anthony Eden, the foreign secretary, was
the obvious stand-in for his daily parliamentary du.es. While Churchill was
recupera.ng from gallstone surgery a plan was made. It was decided that if the
“old man” (as his close staﬀ referred to him) did not pull through his close ally
Lord Salisbury, the leader of the House of Lords, would take over the reins
temporarily.
Con.ngency plans held. The wall of deceit surrounded his health issues shielded
the public from the truth of his physical condi.on. This strategy of public
omnipotents has historically been limited to Europe or the past.
John F. Kennedy was a master at disguising his physical injuries plagued his en.re
presidency. It was only un.l a_er his assassina.on that the truth of his physical
condi.on became public knowledge. A_er all, the leader of Camelot shouldn’t sit
in a wheelchair anymore then Franklin Delano Roosevelt did. FDR managed to
shield the world from knowing the crippling eﬀects of polio on his frail system. He
shown the same willpower, and courage as he projected an image of strength and
determina.on.
Even when our poli.cal heroes make mistakes in judgment or ac.ons the
pressure s.ll exists to explain it away as some sort of mispercep.on by others.
Ted Kennedy suﬀered the allega.ons of chea.ng while a student at Harvard.
When the tragedy on Chappaquiddick Island took place there was a kind of Texas
two step with a New England twist that explained away that which nobody
basically believed. Mary Jo Kopechne’s death haunted Ted Kennedy un.l his own.
Perhaps we, the public, are responsible for the charade played by those in
important posi.ons of power. Today it is even worse as we elect an image and not
the reality of the individual behind that image. We expect our leaders to be and
act larger-than-life. This expecta.on encourages deceit, distor.on, and decep.on.
It creates what Eric Hoﬀer called —true believers— that is an unques.oning
knee-jerk populace willing to just start facts that are inconsistent with troubling
truths.
Are we asking too much of those whom we want to lead us in these trying .mes?
Must we suﬀer the shows put on by the narcissis.c, liTle shrimp’s in North Korea
or the karate performances of the man longs to be seen as self-appointed Czar in
Russia?
The big shock of the day was that Hillary Clinton had pneumonia. Now there’s
something that she and Winston Churchill had in common. Some would say that’s
the only thing. They both liked Washington and the power games that went on
there. Hillary Clinton strived to present the image that she is new, and innova.ve
a_er decades of shou.ng the same theme into the ears of those who would
believe anything she says.
In a way she had to downplay her extraordinary poli.cal background and wealth
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of experience to look fresh, new and invi.ng to a younger vo.ng audience. We
demanded that she be vital exhibi.ng energy one might expect from a marathon
runner. These expecta.ons reinforced by demanding staﬀ and an unrealis.c
scheduling is enough to turn Titan into a toddler.
Now we have the 45th President elect of the United States, Donald Trump as
much a media crea.on as Donald Duck. Brilliant, bombas.c, bodacious. This is
the new leader we have chosen for the next four years. His image is fabricated
and was diligently developed by experts who try to control his free spirit and
loose tongue.
The strategic approach to the elec.on taken by both Trump and Clinton was to
demonize the other person and to malign their mo.ves regarding leadership.
Churchill descrip.on of Russia some years ago, could characterize both
candidates approach equally well. ”Russia is a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside
an enigma.”
Is it any wonder that the two warring sides who fought for the White House
created an image of demon or deity to characterize their noble ﬁght to save our
world from the other person, who would clearly destroy our na.on life as we
know it. The consequence of this polariza.on was to increase the division and
animosity between those who wanted one candidate over an other.
As someone who has spent hundreds of hours analyzing the two candidates, I can
assure you that neither one is a demon or a deity. They are simply people of
power convinced that they could make America a beTer place if elected. They’re
not evil, they’re just ambi.ous individual’s with a large machine around them
telling lies, distor.ng truths, and engaging in rude, outlandish and insul.ng
behavior towards one another. This is nothing new, this is simply the poli.cal
game played on steroids in a 24/7 news cycle where everybody can choose their
own hero or savior, even demon.
Both sides spent collec.vely more than $1 billion to get you to feel upset, angry
and even outraged when the other persons name was even men.oned as a
poten.al President of the United States.
Does this sound familiar?
It is ro(en and dismal that a world of so many hundred million people should
be ruled by a single caste that has the power to lead millions to life or to
death, indeed on a whim...This caste has spun its web over the en<re earth;
capitalism recognizes no na<onal boundaries...Capitalism has learned nothing
from recent events and wants to learn nothing, because it places its own
interests ahead of those of the other millions. Can one blame those millions for
standing up for their own interests, and only for those interests?
These are the words of Joseph Goebbels propaganda minister of Adolf Hitler.
The most brilliant propagandist technique will yield no success unless one
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fundamental principle is borne in the mind constantly and with unﬂagging
a(en<on. It must conﬁne itself to a few points and repeat them over and over.
Here, as so oEen in this world, persistence is the ﬁrst and most important
requirement for success.
Ref. "War Propaganda," in volume 1, chapter 6 of Mein Kampf (1925), by Adolf Hitler.

“If you repeat a lie oEen enough, people will believe it, and you will even come to
believe it yourself.” Joseph Goebbels said it and the 21st-century mind mel.ng
poli.cal ad proponents hammered us with their truth in the hopes that we would
make it our reality. So many of us in and around the world we're le_ with these
carefully created half-truths and half-baked facts.
So it is that Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump are equally guilty of trying to pound
untrue cliché or untrue reali.es into our collec.ve heads. The degree to which it
becomes “our truth” is the degree to which the consequences are our fault! Yours
and mine, any.me we choose to perpetuate the myth.
To get our vote, both camps use the byproduct of millions of dollars of adver.sing
fees to let us believe THE TRUTH without using our own judgment and our ability
to fact check, we kick the can full of lies down the road by using our own social
media channels and forwarding emails.
We say that, “The candidate was on the stump.” We’re simply aware that these
individuals and their entourage where jesng from one city to another to gladhand in an aTempt to get your vote. The stump used to be just that, a place
where a tree had been cut down, and the poli.cian could stand high enough to
speak to the crowd. Today that stump costs considerable amount of dollars, and is
sent out to everyone in every conceivable electronic way using every conceivable
device.
Somewhere truth got lost or distorted down the line. It was not a priority.
Honesty is o_en at war with the image and the truth. Concern is o_en at the
expense of credit. Who said it? Who did it ? And what did it mean?
I have liTle belief that this will get beTer or change in upcoming elec.ons. I am
convinced that many of those who ini.ally decide to stand for elected oﬃce will
get swept away by those snake oil salesmen, who promised a big bite of the
American pie if they’ll do it “their way.”
Another damper in ﬁnding good, honest men and women for public oﬃce is the
extraordinary scru.ny and background search of their deepest darkest secrets.
True or false the media frenzy reporters start sharpen their pencils when
someone becomes a serious contender. In my mind it is this truth that keeps
many good and fair people from throwing their hat in the ring.
It is always dangerous to believe your own BS. It can be even more dangerous
when we project special powers and abili.es on otherwise normal fallible human
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beings. We delight in seeing our heroes do the right things, we delight even more,
when their humanness causes them to trip over their own self created hero’s
cape by the failing of an organ for the misuse of one.
Perhaps it’s a good thing to keep in mind that most stars that we see are
composed of gases that glow at a distance, but look and behave quite diﬀerent
when seen up close.
The media must accept some responsibility here. O_en .mes, major problems
with mul.ple levels of causality and dynamics are simpliﬁed into sound bites that
lead us to believe there is a simple answer.
We have our own responsibility here as well. Our own philosophical and poli.cal
persuasions encourage us to listen to those who do not imply we’re stupid, evil,
or ignorant. Conserva.ves listen to conserva.ve talks and liberals to liberal talks.
This ﬁlls our self-concept with the idea that our ideas have validity and merit and
are shared by many other people.
Even with our own bias we s.ll seek simple solu.ons to complex ques.ons. This
fact is not lost on those who want our vote and our money. Those who aspire to
important leadership posi.ons are confronted with these complex ques.ons that
require introspec.on, and detailed explana.ons put in a geopoli.cal context.
The candidate is expected to oﬀer their insights with the speed of a gunﬁghter
slap in leather at the Tombstone’s Okay Corral, they are expected to give clear,
cogent responses presented in equally simplis.c ways. These sound bites usually
only bite hot air.
For example most would agree, ISIS is killing people in barbaric ways for crazy
reasons. Many would agree it is true. The obvious solu.on is to stop them. When
a television camera is put in the face of someone trying to get elected or stay in
oﬃce, the tempta.on is to answer simple facts with even more simplis.c
answers.
A simple sugges.on that we need to understand contrary views of an other can
be distorted as a sign of weakness or being too sympathe.c with an adversary.
The inference was that Clinton was so_ and believed America must 'empathize'
with its enemies.
Fox News jumped immediately on her remarks by saying, ”Hillary Clinton is taking
heat for saying America should empathize and show respect for its enemies. The
former Secretary of State, who is considered was likely 2016 Democra.c
presiden.al candidate, made the remarks during a speech at Georgetown
University in Washington, DC Tou.ng an approach she calls “smart power,”
Clinton urged America to use “every possible tool and partner to advance peace.”
Fox news con.nued, “This, she said, includes leaving no one on the sidelines,
showing respect even for one’s enemies, trying to understand and insofar as
psychologically possible, empathize with their perspec.ve and point of view”. Ref.
December 05, 2014 FoxNews.com
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Donald Trump remarked, "ISIS is making a tremendous amount of money because
they have certain oil camps, certain areas of oil that they took away. They have
some in Syria, some in Iraq. I would bomb the s— out of 'em. I would just bomb
those suckers. That's right. I'd blow up the pipes. … I'd blow up every single inch.
There would be nothing le_. And you know what, you'll get Exxon to come in
there and in two months, you ever see these guys, how good they are, the great
oil companies? They'll rebuild that sucker, brand new — it'll be beau.ful.” Ref.
November 12, 2015. www.huﬃngtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-b...
Both sides implied or directly suggested that if you elect me I will ﬁx major issues
immediately with the stroke of a pen, airplane, or my obvious solu.on to this
complex problem. The message, “A vote for me will remove the bad guys, and
return peace to the region and deal a major blow to the bad guys.”
If we think about the issues facing our world today it should be clear that no one
person has The answer to these seemingly systemic issues, and certainly no quick
ﬁxes. We want these issues addressed so they don’t disturb us as we try to get on
with our lives. We search for a “ﬁx-it person," and aTribute skills and abili.es that
none of us possess or are afraid to use. We want someone with more greater
observa.onal skills, one capable far beyond that of mere mortals who gather
their truths from biased news channels.
In fact we want some sort of a superhero to rescue us from the mess we have
made on a personal, na.onal and geopoli.cal level of our life. The messages —
I’m busy with my life, I’ve got too much on my plate as it is, and I simply don’t
have .me to search for deep meaning for the problems that we seem unable to
overcome.
I want to ﬁnd someone who can convince me (and I want to be convinced) that
this person can take care of the problems, so I don’t have to think about them
anymore. This carefully cra_ed poli.cal superhero will tackle and solve the issues
we face in America, if I listen to and act upon the carefully cra_ed scenario
oﬀered. All I have to do is vote for one of the candidates, and there will be one
less issue about which I must be concerned.
Why do we do buy this obvious nonsense? One reason is that we let ourselves be
sold through syllogis.c logic, pounded at us through media markets and
television networks, holding a bias to either of the far right or far le_ views of
reality. When we feel we are not being listened to, the obvious solu.on is to
change out those obtuse people in power for those who think and feel like us.
With that mind set and the obvious support for that logic someone is bound to
emerge professing the power and the skill to encourage, and aﬀect the necessary
changes. The moment that we believe that someone can ﬁx the global systemic
problems and complexi.es with strong rhetoric and unilateral ac.on we are
doomed to simply exchange one simplis.c solu.on with another even equally or
more simplis.c.
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So what do we need? Am I sugges.ng that we will ﬁnd a philosophical and
psychological beard stroker who will reﬂect on all of the complexi.es involved in
the world today, and deliver wisdom in exchange for failed strategies? Absolutely
not! What I do suggest is that we realize that we must have someone with whom
we philosophically agree, and grant the space and .me necessary to adopt logical
answers that may take .me to achieve.
Who would get elected with a plavorm sugges.ng introspec.on over direct
ac.on? The answer is, nobody. Why? Campaigns require extraordinary amounts
of money and planning if they are going to be successful.
Those who are willing to support poli.cal campaigns want direct answers and
hopefully guaran.es to their ques.ons. Any change of administra.ons be it local
or na.onal requires a candidate who is seen as electable.
That person must somehow stand out and stand above the crowd with clear,
ar.culate answers presented in a charisma.c way that will capture the public’s
aTen.on in short sound bites dra_ed by experts in manipula.on, and the art of
inﬂuence. It is the ul.mate game of divide and conquer.
Factual content be damned! Words must be sculpted and used like surgical tools
able to cut to a honed to a ﬁne point, quickly leaving the introspec.ve opponent
looking stupid and/or incompetent with a large smile exposing spinach on their
tooth and faulty logic.
Success is not just presen.ng a logical program. It must present the shortsighted,
irra.onal thinking of the other candidate and their team. To many observing the
campaigns it seemed akin to adolescence ﬂinging sand in each other’s face, as
they screamed fowl and spoke to their own supporters in between rounds of
con.nued frenzied name-calling.
Victory doesn’t necessarily go to the logical candidate; it goes to those capable of
sustaining inves.ga.ve probes that would make a proctologist jealous. In today's
campaign there are congressional inves.ga.ons, law-enforcement, intelligence
agencies, and the media servicing uncomfortable facts and fake news. Today's
campaign tac.cs and allega.ons make Joseph McCarthy senatorial hearings of
the 50s; seem trivial in comparison.
The consequence of —win at all costs tac.cs— by both par.es have a laid waste
to the no.on of na.onal unity for many in the post elec.on landscape. This of
course, makes perfect sense, if you spend almost two years aTemp.ng to polarize
people's logic and thinking about each other. If you imply criminal intent,
duplicity, corrup.on, racism, misogyny and a whole host of other allega.ons. How
are we going to make America great or even beTer?
The tac.cs of the 2016 elec.on has poisoned the well for a long .me in terms of
trust and unity for many Americans, and certainly for the image we have created
abroad. The American people bought .ckets to the last elec.on circus. It started
with both Republicans and Democrats and all compe.ng poli.cal groups sta.ng
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that they will claim the high ground. “We will run an honest, clear campaign. We
will however, not fail to react to unjust and inappropriate allega.ons about us.” In
the end it was a nasty mud-wrestling contest that was disgraceful and divided our
na.on.
That sets the stage for protracted irra.onal ﬁgh.ng to begin. Most of us have
seen this over and over again. We choose image over issues and charisma over
content. Thomas Jeﬀerson said; “The government you elect is the government
you deserve.”
We will heal, we always do, but we must ask ourselves the ques.on. Is this the
America we want where every four years we enter into a divide and conquer
approach to each other, and the issues we face?
I remain however op.mis.c and believe that things will not be as disastrous as
some ardent fans of Hillary Clinton suggest. Moreover, I believe the shocking
elec.on outcome with its fresh input, and with the hope of the American people
this upcoming four years will be one of the best in recent history.
We need to realize that we ul.mately have the power to redeﬁne our democracy
in a way that reﬂects the principles established by its founders. I do not delude
myself into believing that in an age of instant answers, short circuit thinking,
wrapped in a 24/7news cycle, peppered with self-serving stories and false news
we will all of a sudden ﬁnd the person with the brainpower of Einstein, the
charisma of John F. Kennedy and the wisdom of Winston Churchill appearing to
save us.
President Obama said in his farewell speech on 1/10/2017 to the American
people, “We are misguided when we see one American more than another
American.” There is hope that these wise words will guide us safely through these
upcoming tumultuous .mes.
We must keep in mind that no poli.cian regardless of party is a superhero with
the magic power to resolve and address the problems facing America. The true
power is in a willingness to communicate with those who have views that are
shockingly diﬀerent from ours. The real power is the ability and willingness to
reach across the aisle as we look forward to beTer days.
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